The Sisterhood Michael Palmer
If you ally habit such a referred The Sisterhood Michael Palmer ebook that will provide you
worth, acquire the enormously best seller from us currently from several preferred authors. If you
desire to comical books, lots of novels, tale, jokes, and more fictions collections are also launched,
from best seller to one of the most current released.
You may not be perplexed to enjoy all books collections The Sisterhood Michael Palmer that we will
completely offer. It is not on the subject of the costs. Its nearly what you obsession currently. This
The Sisterhood Michael Palmer, as one of the most operating sellers here will no question be among
the best options to review.

Flashback Michael Palmer 2001 A chilling tale
of medical suspense from the bestselling author
of Side Effects. Neurosurgeon Zack Iverson must
discover why a young boy is reliving every
painful moment of his recent operation--and
what terrible secret the hospital where the
the-sisterhood-michael-palmer

operation took place is hiding.
Side Effects Michael Palmer 1995 Dr. Kate
Bennett, a pathologist at Boston Memorial
Hospital, faces problems in her personal life and
professional career as she searches for the cause
of a bizarre illness responsible for a series of
deaths. Reissue.
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Extreme Measures Michael Palmer 1997
Young, talented, and ambitious, Dr Eric Najarian
has all the qualities they re looking for at White
Memorial Hospital. What Eric doesn t know is
that he s being watched. And judged. An elite
clique of medical professionals thinks he has
what it takes
The First Family Michael Palmer 2018-04-17
The President’s teenaged son is threatened by a
potentially fatal illness that is rooted in dark
secrets from a long-buried past. President
Geoffrey Hilliard and his family live in the everpresent glare of the political limelight, with
relentless scrutiny of their daily lives. The White
House is not an easy place to grow up, so when
the President’s son Cam, a sixteen-year-old
chess champion, experiences extreme fatigue,
moodiness, and an uncharacteristic violent
outburst, doctors are quick to dismiss his
troubles as teen angst. But Secret Service agent
Karen Ray, whose job is to guard the president's
family with her life, is convinced Cam’s issues
the-sisterhood-michael-palmer

are serious – serious enough to summon her
physician ex-husband for a second opinion. Dr.
Lee Blackwood’s concerns are dismissed by the
president's team – until Cam gets sicker. Lee
must make a diagnosis from a puzzling array of
symptoms he's never seen before. His only clue
is a patient named Susie Banks, a young musical
prodigy who seems to be suffering from the
same baffling condition as Cam. Hospitalized
after an attempt on her life by a determined
killer, Susie’s jeopardy escalates as Cam’s
condition takes on a terrifying new dimension. Is
someone trying to murder the President’s son?
As Lee and Karen race for a cure to Cam’s
mysterious and deadly disease, they begin to
uncover betrayals that breach the highest levels
of national security. Returning to the same
Washington, DC setting of The First Patient,
which former President Bill Clinton said
“captured the intense atmosphere of the White
House,” The First Family is a riveting new
medical drama from acclaimed novelist Daniel
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Palmer, in the tradition of his late father, New
York Times bestselling novelist Michael Palmer.
Praise for The First Family: "Terrifying and all
too plausible—Daniel Palmer continues his
father's tradition of delivering authentic and
high-velocity medical suspense. The combination
of medical chills and high-level Washington
make The First Family irresistible.” —Joseph
Finder, New York Times bestselling author of
Paranoia and The Switch "Palmer's The First
Family gives you likable characters to root for, a
top-notch villain, and enough excitement to
make your hair curl. Have fun with this thriller."
—Catherine Coulter, author of The Devil's
Triangle “Double the trouble, twice the action,
and quadruple the enjoyment, this is a highoctane game changer.” —Steve Berry, New York
Times bestselling author of The Bishop's Pawn
and The Lost Order “High-stakes and intelligent,
The First Family is everything you want in a
medical thriller. Chilling!” —Robert Dugoni #1
Amazon, Wall Street Journal and New York
the-sisterhood-michael-palmer

Times bestselling author of My Sisters Grave
"The First Family is adrenaline-fueled
entertainment that twists, turns, surprises and
satisfies!” -John Lescroart, New York Times
bestselling author "A Palmer novel transports
you into the complex world of medical-legalsocial ethics. The First Family doesn't
disappoint, wrestling with the murky questions
of what we can do versus what we should do.
Gripping.” —Kathy Reichs, New York Times
bestselling author and creator of Bones
The Sisterhood Michael Palmer 1995-10-01
A Heartbeat Away Michael Palmer 2011-08-02
Preparing to give a State of the Union address
when a terrorist group releases a deadly virus
into the Capitol building, President James Allaire
is forced to enlist the services of a virologist who
has been wrongly imprisoned for suspected
terrorist intentions.
Fatal Michael Palmer 2002 Returning to his
Virginia home to investigate the tragic deaths of
his wife and father, a young maverick doctor
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encounters a series of suspicious accidents that
reveal a bizarre syndrome that could place
countless lives at risk.
Miracle Cure Michael Palmer 1999 The author
of Extreme Measures throws open the doors of
Boston's prestigious Heart Institute, where a
troubled Dr. Brian Holbrook senses something
fearfully amiss on a project testing a new
miracle drug. Reprint.
Critical Judgment Michael Palmer 1998 As Dr.
Abby Dolan searches for the cause of a
mysterious malady driving her emergency room
patients into a murderous rage, her superiors
put her own life in peril. By the author of The
Silent Treatment. Reprint. PW.
All Around The Town Mary Higgins Clark
2014-01-31 When Professor Allan Grant is found
stabbed to death, all the evidence points to an
obsessed student, 21-year-old Laurie Kenyon.
She sent him passionate letters, stalked him,
watched him through his study window. And
after the murder, she wakes up in her dormitory,
the-sisterhood-michael-palmer

covered in blood and clutching the knife that
killed him, with no memory of the brutal crime.
Laurie's sister and attorney, Sarah, is the only
one who understands Laurie's daily nightmare
and the shocking lingering effects of a childhood
kidnapping too hideous to be recalled. Laurie's
abductors - Bic Hawkins and his wife Opal, now
prominent TV evangelists - fear she will start to
remember her life with them. They must ensure
that her past remains buried at all costs, even if
it means Bic has to carry out the murderous
threat he made all those years ago to a terrified
girl...
The Patient Michael Palmer 2000 Gifted and
highly respected, Dr Jessie Copeland is about to
revolutionise the field of neurosurgery with her
ground-breaking bio-engineering
invention.Claude Malloche is suffering from a
brain tumour, beyond the treatment of existing
medical practice, a
The Sisterhood Michael Palmer 2011-01-12 “A
suspenseful page-turner . . . jolts and entertains
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the reader.”—Mary Higgins Clark Inside Boston
Doctors Hospital, patients are dying. In the glare
of the operating room, they survive the
surgeon's knife. But in the dark, hollow silence
of the night, they die. Suddenly, inexplicable,
horribly. A tough, bright doctor will risk his
career—his very life—to unmask the terrifying
mystery. A beautiful and dedicated young nurse
unknowingly holds the answer. Together they
will discover that no one is safe from . . . the
sisterhood “Teriffic . . . a compelling suspense
tale.”—Clive Cussler
The Garden of Eden and Other Criminal
Delights Faye Kellerman 2006-08-21 New York
Times bestselling author Kellerman delivers a
riveting collection of 14 crime and mystery short
stories--plus four bonus tales--compiled for the
first time in one volume. THE GARDEN OF
EDEN AND OTHER CRIMINAL DELIGHTS
marks the highly anticipated return of Peter
Decker and Rina Lazarus in three neverbeforepublished short mysteries, including "The
the-sisterhood-michael-palmer

Garden of Eden," where Peter and Rina
investigate the death of a neighbor. The volume
also contains two other Decker-Lazarus short
mysteries: "Bull's Eye," introducing Cindy
Decker, who works with her father to find the
killer of a police academy instructor; and "A
Woman of Mystery," in which Rina and Peter
solve the mystery of a student with amnesia.The
nine remaining tales are classic Kellerman, and
include "Mummy and Jack," cowritten with her
son, Jesse.With two bonus stories and two
personal essays drawn from Faye's personal life,
this book is a must-have for all Kellerman fans
and crime fiction enthusiasts alike.
You Don't Own Me Mary Higgins Clark
2018-11-06 The extraordinary new novel from
the grande dame of suspense, Mary Higgins
Clark, and Alafair Burke. Mary Higgins Clark
published her first suspense thriller in 1974, and
has been writing ever since. Each of her 51
books has been a bestseller and all of her novels
remain in print, with her debut, Where are the
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Children, now in its seventy-fifth printing. In
2014, Clark joined forces with novelist Alafair
Burke to begin the Under Suspicion series,
about television producer Laurie Moran and her
crew tracking down and solving unsolvable coldcases. Laurie and her team have uncovered the
worst of humanity over the years, from the
murder of a rich woman at the Met Gala ball to
the gunning-down of Laurie's own husband. And
now Laurie and her crew will be faced with their
most difficult case yet... *** Praise for Mary
Higgins Clark & Alafair Burke *** 'I adore Mary
Higgins Clark' Karin Slaughter 'Trust Mary
Higgins Clark to know what frightens us to
death' New York Times 'Clark plays out her story
like the pro that she is . . . flawless' Daily Mirror
'Should come with a warning: start in the
evening and you'll be reading late into the
night'USA Today
Pre-Incident Indicators of Terrorist Incidents
Brent L. Smith 2011-01 This is a print on
demand edition of a hard to find publication.
the-sisterhood-michael-palmer

Explores whether sufficient data exists to
examine the temporal and spatial relationships
that existed in terrorist group planning, and if
so, could patterns of preparatory conduct be
identified? About one-half of the terrorists
resided, planned, and prepared for terrorism
relatively close to their eventual target. The
terrorist groups existed for 1,205 days from the
first planning meeting to the date of the
actual/planned terrorist incident. The planning
process for specific acts began 2-3 months prior
to the terrorist incident. This study examined
selected terrorist groups/incidents in the U.S.
from 1980-2002. It provides for the potential to
identify patterns of conduct that might lead to
intervention prior to the commission of the
actual terrorist incidents. Illustrations.
Shock Robin Cook 2011-12-12 Shock sees
cutting-edge technology and personal greed
converge in Robin Cook's spine-tingling novel of
medicine run amok. Deborah Cochrane and
Joanna Meissner, students and close friends,
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spot a campus newspaper ad that promises to
solve their financial problems: an exclusive,
highly profitable fertility clinic on Boston's North
Shore is looking for donors. Deborah and Joanna
figure they can perform a good deed in helping
infertile couples, while earning some money for
themselves. Although rumours surface of a
fellow donor's unexplained disappearance, they
remain undeterred. The procedures seem to go
smoothly, but second thoughts and curiosity
prompt the two women discover more. Stymied
by the clinic's veil of secrecy, Deborah and
Joanna obtain employment there to continue
their probe. Working under aliases, they soon
discover the horrifying true aims of Dr
Windgate's research, immediately putting their
lives – and their sanity –irrevocably at risk.
Natural Causes Michael Palmer 1999 Dr Sarah
Baldwin Races To A Boston Hospital With A
Young Woman Whose Normal Labour Has
Suddenly Become A Matter Of Life And Death.
As She Struggles To Save Both Mother And
the-sisterhood-michael-palmer

Baby, She Doesn'T Know That Two Other
Women Have Already Died Under Horrifying
Identical Circumstances. And So Begins Sarahs
Own Nightmare, As She Learns That The
Prenatal Herbal Vitamins She Prescribed Are
The Only Things These Three Women Have In
Common. Soon Sarah Is Fighting To Save Her
Career, Her Reputation - Her Life. For She'S
Certain There Must Be Some Unknown Factor
Linking These Women, And As She Gets Closer
To The Truth, It Becomes Clear That Someone
Will Do Anything - Even Murder - To Keep A
Devastating Secret.
The Society Michael Palmer 2005 The wealthy
and powerful CEO of a large health care
company is found brutally murdered. She is not
the first to die nor will she be the last&A vicious
serial killer is on the loose, and the victims have
one thing in common: they are all high-profile
Three Complete Novels Michael Palmer 1996
Michael Palmer, a skilled physician and veteran
of big city emergency rooms, burst on the
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literary scene with The Sisterhood, a riveting
medical thriller that instantly climbed the New
York Times bestseller list. Palmer followed up
that smashing debut with a string of major
bestsellers, each one revealing a new aspect of
his talent for medical terror. Now, for the first
time, three of Michael Palmer's most gripping
medical thrillers appear together in a single
volume. Fast-paced suspense, crisply drawn
characters, and an insider's knowledge of what
really goes on inside hospitals are the hallmarks
of Palmer's unique style. The Sisterhood, Side
Effects, and Flashback are among his best
thrillers.
Resistant Michael Palmer 2014-05-20 Delivering
a speech for his boss at a national conference in
Atlanta, Dr. Lou Welcome takes an exclusive
tour of the Centers for Disease Control and
learns about the development of biological
weapons before becoming enmeshed in a case
involving the abduction of a leading scientist.
125,000 first printing.
the-sisterhood-michael-palmer

Natural Causes Michael Palmer 1994 Struggling
to save a mother and baby when something goes
horribly wrong during the birth, Dr. Sarah
Baldwin is unaware that two identical
circumstances have already occurred and that
she is the only factor they had in common.
Reprint. LJ. PW.
Trauma Daniel Palmer 2016-03-01 TRAUMA
Prepare to be hooked from page one of this
shock-inducing medical thriller from New York
Times bestselling author Michael Palmer and his
son, acclaimed suspense novelist Daniel Palmer.
Dr. Carrie Bryant is a much-admired
neurosurgical resident at an esteemed Boston
hospital. When the relentless pace of her
residency leads to a life-shattering error, Carrie
loses her confidence—and decides to quit her
residency and move back home. Her new life’s
purpose: To help her combat-vet brother, Adam,
recover from a crippling case of post-traumatic
stress disorder. “A unique novel that shows the
strength of both authors’ work.”—Mystery Scene
8/14
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The experimental program at the VA Medical
Center promises the possibility of curing the
ravages of PTSD forever. It seems like Adam’s
best option, but Carrie has her doubts when one
of her patients goes missing...and then another.
Carrie joins local investigative reporter David
Hoffman in the hunt for answers. The hospital,
however, is determined to keep its secrets at all
costs. As Carrie and David descend into a
labyrinth of murder and corruption, the price
Carrie could pay for asking the wrong questions
is her own life... “When it comes to inventive
plots for medical thrillers, nobody does it better
than Michael Palmer.”—Huffington Post
The Sisterhood Michael Palmer 2011-01-12 “A
suspenseful page-turner . . . jolts and entertains
the reader.”—Mary Higgins Clark Inside Boston
Doctors Hospital, patients are dying. In the glare
of the operating room, they survive the
surgeon's knife. But in the dark, hollow silence
of the night, they die. Suddenly, inexplicable,
horribly. A tough, bright doctor will risk his
the-sisterhood-michael-palmer

career—his very life—to unmask the terrifying
mystery. A beautiful and dedicated young nurse
unknowingly holds the answer. Together they
will discover that no one is safe from . . . the
sisterhood “Teriffic . . . a compelling suspense
tale.”—Clive Cussler
Oath of Office Michael Palmer 2012-02-14
Blamed for the murder-suicide rampage of a
respected doctor and former client who
previously struggled with drug addiction,
counselor Lou Welcome investigates what went
wrong and uncovers a terrifying political
conspiracy with ties to the White House. By the
best-selling author of A Heartbeat Away.
200,000 first printing.
Michael Palmer Bxs Michael Palmer, M.D.
1996-10-01 Titles include The Sisterhood, Side
Effects and Flashback.
Burn Marks Sara Paretsky 2013-01-31 The sixth
novel in the V.I. Warhawski crime series, set in
Chicago, from prize-winning author Sara
Paretsky. V.I. Warshawski receives an
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unwelcome shock when her aunt Elena arrives
on her doorstep in the middle of the night,
having fled from her burning hotel. But things
go from bad to worse when Elena mysteriously
vanishes and the corpse of her aunt's friend is
discovered at a construction site. As V.I.'s
investigation plunges her deep into the workings
of the construction industry and county politics,
she finds herself part of a dangerous game of
corruption where her life is the prize. Someone's
out to silence her, and they won't stop until they
do . . .
Moral Problems Michael Palmer 1995-01-01
Moral Problems takes particular account of the
needs of both teacher and student. It is not a
compendium of ethical theories but a course
book, providing the instructor, student, and
general reader with a step-by-step introduction
to the major ethical theories. For each topic
Palmer has provided a lengthy introduction and
critique, comprehension exercises, essay
questions, and an extensive bibliography. He
the-sisterhood-michael-palmer

relates each ethical theory to a contemporary
issue, with an introductory discussion followed
by excerpts from the original sources.
Miracle Cure Harlan Coben 2013-06-04
"Previously published in SPI Books and Signet
editions."--Title page verso.
Three Complete Novels Michael Palmer 1985
The Sleeping Beauty Killer Mary Higgins
Clark 2017-09-19 "Television producer Laurie
Moran puts everything on the line to help a
woman she thinks was wrongfully convicted of
murder"-Silent Treatment Michael Palmer 1995 In his
five bestselling novels, from The Sisterhood to
Natural Causes, physician Michael Palmer has
drawn on years of firsthand emergency-room
experience to create the drama of a frighteningly
authentic world--a world where the line between
medicine and murder is scalpel-thin. Now, in his
most harrowing suspense novel yet, Palmer
reveals how the power to heal can become a
license to kill.... With his wife, Evie, scheduled
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for surgery the next day, Dr. Harry Corbett goes
to the hospital for what he hopes will be a quiet
evening of reconciliation. In recent weeks Evie,
never quick to share her feelings, has been more
closed and distant than ever. But when Harry
reaches Evie's room, it is too late for
reconciliation. Shockingly, without warning, Evie
is dead. The police suspect homicide. And their
only suspect is Dr. Harry Corbett. Harry is not
prepared for the stunning revelations that
follow: His bright, beautiful, highly ambitious
wife was leading a double life; she may have had
dangerous secrets. But what secret could have
been explosive enough to die for? Then the killer
strikes again, boldly, tauntingly murdering one
of Harry's favorite patients in such a way that
only Harry knows the death was not natural.
This time Harry is certain: The killer, medically
sophisticated, coolly arrogant, moving
undetected through a busy urban hospital, could
only be a doctor. And he wonders--how many
more will die? Desperately Harry probes deeper,
the-sisterhood-michael-palmer

following the only clue Evie left. What he finds is
a sinister pattern that threatens patients in
every hospital in the city. Harry is engaged in a
life-and-death battle of wits with a chillingly
efficient monster. And until the doctor is
unmasked, no patient is safe from his lethal
silent treatment. Michael Palmer has done it
again, delivering a no-holds-barred novel of
medical intrigue-- a gripping thriller that
features the most terrifying physician since
Hannibal Lecter. Silent Treatment will keep your
pulse racing from beginning to end
Mindbend Robin Cook 2014-09-11 Their aim:
absolute control of the medical profession. Their
method: destruction of the mind . . . Hard-up
student Jason Schonberg abandoned his scruples
to join Arolen, undisputed giant of the
pharmaceuticals industry. Yet the more he
discovered about Arolen, the less he liked. Then
came the new baby. And the launch of a new
wonder drug – which his wife’s own doctor
wants to prescribe. A coincidence. Too much of a
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coincidence . . . Utterly chilling. Frighteningly
plausible. Mindbend is a classic medical horror
that could come only from Robin Cook.
The Fifth Vial Michael Palmer 2007 Tough,
ambitious and hardworking, Natalie Reyes finds
herself suspended unjustly from Harvard
Medical School, and it feels like her world has
ended. But when her mentor sends her to
present a medical paper at a conference in Rio
de Janiero, it almost
I'll Be Seeing You Mary Higgins Clark
2014-01-31 Young news reporter Meghan Collins
is on an assignment in a busy casualty
department of a New York hospital. A trauma
team bring in a street mugging victim, a young
woman robbed of her identification. The medics
are working furiously to revive her, but finally
give up, remove the oxygen mask that has
covered her face and Meghan hurls head first
into a living nightmare. The face is a mirror
image of her own...To add to the mystery of her
murdered doppelganger, the recent death of
the-sisterhood-michael-palmer

Meghan's father is suddenly being treated as a
suspicious case...As the links between these two
mysterious stories increase, Meghan's own life
could be in danger.
Benevolent Evil Sylvia Nobel 2020-10-01
Benevolent Evil is the 6th installment in the
popular Kendall O'Dell mystery series, all based
on true events. Kendall investigates the
mysterious disappearance of 3 beautiful, young
women from truck stops in Arizona. A local
trucker, ex-con and registered sex offender is
the prime suspect along with a secretive surgeon
working at a new anti-aging clinic in Castle
Valley. Kendall's search for the missing women
leads her to an abandoned church and historic
mansion where she risks her life to uncover a
monstrous and sadistic scheme that will shock
readers and keep them glued until the last page.
The First Patient Michael Palmer 2008-02-19
Reunited with his former Annapolis roommate,
Andrew Stoddard--now president of the United
States--when he is asked to become his personal
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physician, Gabe Singleton discovers that Andrew
is going insane and that the condition may not
be the result of natur
No Rest for the Dead Jeffrey Deaver 2012-10-18
When Christopher Thomas, a curator at San
Francisco's Museum of Fine Arts, is murdered
and his decaying body is found in an iron maiden
in Berlin, his wife Rosemary Thomas is the prime
suspect. Long suffering under Christopher's
unfaithful ways, Rosemary is tried, convicted
and executed. Ten years later, Jon Nunn, the
detective who cracked the case, becomes
convinced that the wrong person was put to
death. Along with financier Tony Olsen, he plans
to gather everyone who was there the night
Christopher died and finally uncover the truth
about what happened that fateful evening. Could
it have been the ne'er do well brother Peter
Hausen, interested in his sister's trust fund
having got through his own; the curatorial
assistant Justine Olengard, used and betrayed by
Christopher; the artist Belle who turned down
the-sisterhood-michael-palmer

his advances only to see her career suffer a
setback; or someone else all together? No Rest
for the Deadis a thrilling, page-turning
accomplishment that only the very best thriller
writers could achieve.
Critical Judgment Michael Palmer 1998 As Dr.
Abby Dolan searches for the cause of a
mysterious malady driving her emergency room
patients into a murderous rage, her superiors
put her own life in peril. By the author of The
Silent Treatment. Reprint. PW.
All Dressed in White Mary Higgins Clark
2016-09-20 "The second novel in the New York
Times bestselling Under Suspicion series,
following The Cinderella Murder, features
intrepid television producer Laurie Moran as she
investigates the case of a missing bride.
Godplayer Robin Cook 2014-09-11 From Robin
Cook, the consummate master of techno-horror
comes Godplayer, a spellbinding novel of
medicine gone mad. It starts as the marriage of
true minds – two gifted young physicians
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burning with the will to heal, soul mates as well
as lovers. From that first moment in the medical
centre when pathology resident Cassandra
Cassidy meets brilliant cardiac surgeon Thomas
Kingsley, she knows they are meant to be
together. Forced by a deteriorating eye
condition to switch from her chosen field to
psychiatry, Cassandra needs the support and
approval the charismatic doctor so passionately
offers; and Thomas, privileged only child of
banker-industrialist, finds in the beautiful and
vulnerable girl the boundless devotion he so
desperately requires. But as Thomas continues
his meteoric rise, what should have been fairytale happiness begins to disintegrate. Saintly to
an adoring public, Thomas is something other to
the woman who loves him – an erratic and
hostile stranger whose inexplicable rages and
bizarre behaviour are increasingly disturbing. As

the-sisterhood-michael-palmer

the solidity of Cassandra's marriage begins to
crumble, the dependable security of the hospital
world around her seems equally menaced:
Cassandra is convinced that someone is killing
terminal patients – someone who holds the
power of life and death in his hands and who
wields it like the angel of death. Against her
husband's furious objections, Cassandra takes it
upon herself to stop the killings even as she
fights to save her marriage. Only after she
stumbles onto a terrifying discovery is she
forced to realize that her dreams have
metamorphosed into nightmares and that her
search for the truth has opened the floodgates of
unimaginable horror. Godplayer is a chilling
confrontation of personalities in a hospital
setting where the innocent too easily become the
victims – and a powerful indictment of
medicine's tragic inability to police itself.
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